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A major new collection from "arguably the most important intellectual alive" (The New York Times).

Noam Chomsky is universally accepted as one of the preeminent public intellectuals of the modern

era. Over the past thirty years, broadly diverse audiences have gathered to attend his sold-out

lectures. Now, in Understanding Power, Peter Mitchell and John Schoeffel have assembled the best

of Chomsky's recent talks on the past, present, and future of the politics of power. In a series of

enlightening and wide-ranging discussions, all published here for the first time, Chomsky radically

reinterprets the events of the past three decades, covering topics from foreign policy during Vietnam

to the decline of welfare under the Clinton administration. And as he elucidates the connection

between America's imperialistic foreign policy and the decline of domestic social services, Chomsky

also discerns the necessary steps to take toward social change. With an eye to political activism

and the media's role in popular struggle, as well as U.S. foreign and domestic policy, Understanding

Power offers a sweeping critique of the world around us and is definitive Chomsky. Characterized

by Chomsky's accessible and informative style, this is the ideal book for those new to his work as

well as for those who have been listening for years.
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Do you really need a review of Prof. Chomsky's works?This sums up most, if not, all of Chomsky's

ideas and stances. After all, the book is called the Indispensable Chomsky. From media corruption

to racism, to the basics of Western imperialism, this book is a goldmine of knowledge. Check out his



other books if you haven't, as they go way deeper than what's presented here.

This is the best single source of Chomsky's work I've come across. A triumph of editing, this book is

made up of excerpts of talks Chomsky gave throughout the 80s and 90s. Loosely organized by

topic, the book is highly flowing and readable. It includes an encyclopedic reference section

available online that is longer than the main text of the book. This is where I recommend anyone not

familiar with Chomsky's work to begin; it's the most comprehensive and accessible compilation of

his thoughts. Many of the discussions quoted within were in question and answer format. The

audience participation is included in the text. Many of the audience questions are obvious questions

anyone unfamiliar with the subject matter would have, and the opportunity to read Chomsky's

detailed responses to a huge range of questions offers much deeper understanding than simply

reading one of his books by yourself.Understanding Power is a glimpse into the mind of one of the

most brilliant, profound, and insightful social critics of our time. He touches on virtually every

influential issue in US history, and readers are bound to walk away with a much deeper appreciation

for how power functions in society, and how divergent American standard explanations of the world

are from reality.

One of the reasons you don't hear about Noam Chomsky on mainstream media is because they

could never keep up with him. His mental prowess; his deep research; his heavily-cited (and

credible, because I check citations of all books I read) works; all come together to present to us one

of the great thinkers and writers of our time. Instead of the pablum and poop we are fed from the

agendaed TV personalities and ghost written idealogical pamphlet books we get, Chomsky takes

thinking to read it. I highly recommend him to anyone who really wants to know what's really going

on.

In this book Chomsky covers a wide variety of topics that all are related to power in some way or

another. The style is interesting, it is basically a book full of transcripts from various talks he has

given. Unlike a lot of books in this genre it is very easy to read and understand. He also provides a

lot of citations and sources to back up his information. I learned quite a bit from this book, but at

times I wished that there was interactions between Chomsky and those that may disagree with him.

At one point he talks about how he doesn't want people to look to him for answers, but that is

difficult to do, and in a way this book doesn't help. It seems like he is there providing the answers for

you. He certainly has some good analysis, but I think we should also follow his advice and look into



these things ourselves. This is certainly worth reading again.On a slightly unrelated note, I read this

with my kindle and was kind of disappointed by the organization of the book. It didn't seem to know

where the chapters started and began, which made it difficult for me to determine how much time I

had left in a given chapter. However, this didn't really take away from the content.

I think this is a great look at how power is manipulated towards a small group of people with tons of

money. Chris Hedges and Noam Chomsky have both said in their books that power is controlled by

those with the most violence. In understanding power Noam Chomsky says that the powerful will

allow the people to play around the edges and protest as long as the actual power isn't

threatened.look at Zuccatti Park, the people were allowed to stay there until it started to actually

affect the minds of the average person. Then the violence broke out. look at any peaceful group get

together, it always ends in violence, violence created by the state. Until people are willing to stand

their ground against the violence it will only escalate just like in the 60's when the government

gunned down their own unarmed citizens. "Ohio, Kent State, Everything was so great". There are

interviews with the military that you can watch where they talk about the reason they ended the

Vietnam war was to make sure they had enough troops on the ground in the U.S. to fight its own

people in case they tried to take over and change the government. Anyone who wants to be a

dissident, this book is a must read. It makes you think about things that you may not consider such

as the alienation by friends and family because when you don't tow the line it makes people very

uncomfortable and they don't want to be around you. Its a tough life, I know. Read the book, you

decide.

I find it difficult to use Chomsky as a source because he is feeding the readers an analysis from his

own laborious, tedious research. But, Understanding Power provides a whole list of citations and

footnotes that Chomsky references and bases his conclusions upon. The reader can dig deeper into

these issues and draw conclusions similar to Chomsky's, which is why I love this guy. He

understands that speaking in terms that the layman may not understand will not amount to any

progress, and this is seen in Noam's clarity. Also, like Foucault, Chomsky does not have an agenda

or "side
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